Ad-Hoc Query on Return Policy to Turkey
Requested by HU EMN NCP on 5th January 2012
Compilation produced on 13th March 2012
Responses from Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania,
Luxembourg, Netherlands, Portugal, Slovak Republic, Sweden, United Kingdom plus Norway (18 in Total)
Disclaimer: The following responses have been provided primarily for the purpose of information exchange among EMN NCPs in the framework of
the EMN. The contributing EMN NCPs have provided, to the best of their knowledge, information that is up-to-date, objective and
reliable. Note, however, that the information provided does not necessarily represent the official policy of an EMN NCPs' Member State.
1. Background Information
The Ministry of Interior of Hungary is looking for information on the current return policy in the European Union Member States regarding Turkish
nationals.
In this respect we would like to know more about the current return policy of other European countries towards Turkey.
In this regard we would be interested in the following issues:
1. What is the current return policy of your country regarding Turkish nationals?
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2. Does your Member State have a bilateral readmission agreement with Turkey?
3. Does your country carry out voluntary or forced returns towards Turkey?
If yes:
4. How many readmission cases have you had with Turkey in 2010 and 2011?
5. How many Turkish people have been effectively removed in 2010 and 2011? (including Dublin cases, excluding Dublin-cases, to other third
countries)
including Dublin cases

Number of
cases

The number
of Turkish
nationals
who have in
fact left the
territory of
MS

excluding Dublin-cases

Number of
cases

The number
of Turkish
nationals who
have in fact
left the
territory of
MS

to other third countries

Number of
cases

The number
of Turkish
nationals who
have in fact
left the
territory of
MS

2010
2011

The HU EMN NCP would very much appreciate if we could receive your responses by 20th January 2012.
2. Responses
Wider
Dissemination?

Austria

No

This EMN NCP has provided a response to the requesting EMN NCP. However, they have requested that it is not disseminated further.

Belgium

Yes

1. There are no particular issues regarding our return policy towards Turkish nationals. In principle, when a Turkish irregular migrant is
apprehended, the Belgian authorities will try to return him or her.
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2. No
3. Both
4. 2010: 68 – 2011: 59 (probably not complete because of the use of a new database which is not completely operational yet)
5. The number of Turkish citizens who have been removed from the Belgian territory

2010
2011

including Dublin
80
104

excluding Dublin
72
93

Cyprus

Yes

In regard to the political situation in Cyprus it is not currently possible for Cyprus to carry out forced or voluntary returns directly to
Turkey.
Cyprus does not have a bilateral readmission agreement with Turkey.
All returns are carried out through a third country which acts as a transit station. In previous cases, two such countries have been Greece
and Jordan.
 In 2010, 38 Turkish Nationals were deported to Turkey via another transit country.
 In 2011, 57 Turkish nationals were deported to Turkey via another transit country and 6 were informed that they had to depart
from the Republic and did so.

Estonia

Yes

1. Estonian return policy does not distinguish between Turkish and other countries’ nationals. A return decision is issued to an alien who is
illegally staying in Estonia. The return decision foresees either a term for voluntary compliance with the obligation to leave or is enforced
immediately. In the first case, the alien shall be expelled from Estonia upon expiry of the term for voluntary compliance with the return
decision.
2. Estonia does not have a bilateral readmission agreement with Turkey.
3. Yes, Estonia carries out both voluntary and the forced returns to Turkey.

including Dublin cases
Number of
cases

The number
of Turkish
nationals
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have in fact
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the territory of
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0
0
1
1
2010
0

2011
Finland

Yes

0

3

3

1. Finland has no specific return policy regarding Turkish nationals; if they do not fulfil the requirements for a residence permit, they are
faced with a return decision. All cases are assessed individually according to the Alien’s Act. In 2011 the Asylum Unit of the Finnish
Immigration Service gave refugee status to 2 Turkish asylum seekers and 13 residence permits of other grounds (0 subsidiary and 0
humanitarian). In addition 61 decisions were negative and 12 annulled.
2. No
3. Yes, both groups.
4. Finland does not have a readmission agreement with Turkey
5.
including Dublin cases

2010

n/a

The number
of Turkish
nationals
who have in
fact left the
territory of
MS
41

2011

199

51

Number of
cases

France

Yes

excluding Dublin-cases

n/a

The number
of Turkish
nationals who
have in fact
left the
territory of
MS
31

185

40

Number of
cases

to other third countries

n/a

The number
of Turkish
nationals who
have in fact
left the
territory of
MS
0

n/a

0

Number of
cases

1. In France, the current return policy regarding Turkish nationals is the same as the one regarding other foreign nationals.
2. No, France does not have a bilateral readmission agreement with Turkey.
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3. Yes. France carries out voluntary and forced returns towards Turkey.
4. In 2010, France had 62 readmission cases with Turkey (Estimate of Schengen readmission: 51). In 2011, France had 121 readmission
cases with Turkey (Estimate of Schengen readmission: 106).

including Dublin cases

2010

The number
of Turkish
nationals
who have in
fact left the
territory of
MS
810

2011

718

Number of
cases

excluding Dublin-cases

Number of
cases

The number of
Turkish
nationals who
have in fact
left the
territory of MS

to other third countries

Number of
cases

The number of
Turkish
nationals who
have in fact
left the
territory of MS

799

11

704

14

Germany

No

This EMN NCP has provided a response to the requesting EMN NCP. However, they have requested that it is not disseminated further.

Hungary

Yes

1. There is no specific national return policy regarding Turkish nationals. Majority of Turkish nationals are readmitted to a neighboring
country with which Hungary has concluded a readmission agreement, using the “third-county nationals” clause of these bilateral
agreements. Direct readmissions to Turkey are carried out mainly by the Office of Immigration and Nationality (transfers by air).
2. No.
3. Hungary carries out both voluntary (with IOM) and forced returns towards Turkey.
4 - 5.
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who have in
have in fact
have in fact
fact left the
left the
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territory of
territory of
territory of
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MS
-Office of
Immigration
and
Nationality
40 (2010)
2010

163

-

- Police
114 (2010)

-Office of
Immigration
and Nationality
16 (Office of
Immigration
and
Nationality)
57 (Police)

83 (2011)
373

-

- Police
289 (2011)
- altogether
372 (2011)

Italy

Yes

114 (2010)

154 (2010)

154 (2010)

2011

- Police

16 (Office of
Immigration
and
Nationality)
57 (Police)

- altogether

- altogether

- Office of
Immigration
and
Nationality

40 (2010)

53(Office of
Immigration
and
Nationality)
269(Police)

- Office of
Immigration
and Nationality 53(Office of
Immigration
83 (2011)
and
- Police
Nationality)
289 (2011)
269(Police)
- altogether
372 (2011)

1. Enforcement of national legislation on immigration is envisaged for all non-EU nationals staying in the Italian territory, including
Turkish citizens. No specific policy is applied to this particular category.
2. No.
3. Yes.
4. In 2010, 145 Turkish nationals were ordered to leave according to Eurostat; data referring to 2011 are not available yet.
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5. In 2010, 30 Turkish nationals were returned (source: Eurostat database); 2011 data are unavailable on the online database.
With reference to Dublin cases in particular, please note that the available data cannot be disaggregated by asylum applicants’ nationality.
Latvia

Yes

1. Current return policy in Latvia regarding Turkish nationals is the same as against any third country national.
2. Latvia hasn’t bilateral readmission agreement with Turkey.
3. Latvia carries out voluntary and forced returns towards Turkey. In 2010 and 2011 no cases of return has been realized.

Lithuania

Yes

1. There is no particular return policy formulated particularly as regards Turkish nationals.
2. No.
3. Yes.
4. 0
5.
including Dublin cases

Number of
cases

2010
2011

8 (out of them
3 forced
removals)
26 (no forced
removals)

The number
of Turkish
nationals
who have in
fact left the
territory of
MS
6
10
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excluding Dublin-cases

Number of
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8 (out of them
3 forced
removals)
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of Turkish
nationals who
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6
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to other third countries

Number of
cases

8 (out of them
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removals)
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6
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Luxembourg

Yes

1. Luxembourg does not have an established return policy for Turkish Nationals. In 2010 there were 18 applications for international
protection from Turkish Nationals and 22 in 2011 (Directorate of Immigration, Ministry of Foreign Affairs 2010 and 2011.)
2. Luxembourg does not have a bilateral readmission agreement with Turkey.
3. During 2010 and 2011, Luxembourg does not have carried any forced or voluntary return of Turkish Nationals.
4. In Luxembourg there had not been any readmission cases in 2010 (Directorate of Immigration, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 2010 and
November 2011.) and neither in 2011.
We do not have any statistical information if there are Dublin Cases that takes into account Turkish Nationals.

Netherlands

No

This EMN NCP has provided a response to the requesting EMN NCP. However, they have requested that it is not disseminated further.

Portugal

Yes

1. No. There is no specific national return policy addressed to Turkish nationals.
2. No.
3. Yes.
4. Not applicable.
5. Turkish citizens effectively removed from Portuguese territory (2010 and 2011):

including Dublin cases

Number of
cases

2010

5

The number
of Turkish
nationals
who have in
fact left the
territory of
MS
1
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excluding Dublin-cases

Number of
cases

5

The number
of Turkish
nationals who
have in fact
left the
territory of
MS
1

to other third countries

Number of
cases

N.A.

The number
of Turkish
nationals who
have in fact
left the
territory of
MS
N.A.
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3

2011*

0

3

0

N.A.

N.A.

* 30 Nov 2011 provisional data
Slovak Republic

Yes

1. The Slovak return policy towards Turkish citizens is carried out in the same way as for other third-country nationals. The return of the
third-country nationals is regulated by the new Act No. 404/2011 Coll. on Residence of Aliens which entered into force on 1 January
2012.
2. No.
3. Yes.
4. In 2010 the Slovak Republic returned one Turkish citizen in line with the readmission agreement with Ukraine. In 2011 it returned two
Turkish citizens in line with the readmission agreement with Ukraine and accepted 5 Turkish citizens from Czech Republic on the basis of
readmission agreements concerning irregular migration.
5.
including Dublin cases

Number of
cases

The number
of Turkish
nationals
who have in
fact left the
territory of
MS

2010

2

2011

14

excluding Dublin-cases

to other third countries

Number of
cases

The number of
Turkish
nationals who
have in fact
left the
territory of
MS

Number of
cases

2

2

2

1 (Ukraine)

14

6

6

2 (Ukraine)
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Sweden

Yes

1. The Swedish Migration Board (SMB) is responsible for assisted voluntary return and the Swedish police authority is responsible for
forced return. If the person co-operate in returning it is the task of the SMB who can help to facilitate journey, for example by helping to
contact organisations and relatives in his or hers country, help to finance ticket for the journey.
2. No, Sweden does not have a bilateral readmission agreement with Turkey.
3. Yes, see above.
4. See above.
5. During 2010, the SMB has return voluntary 167 Turkish citizens (incl. Dublin cases and to third country), 29 Dublin cases and 30 to
third country.
During 2011, the SMB has return voluntary 141 Turkish citizens (incl. Dublin cases and to third country), 8 Dublin cases and 10 to third
country.
The police authorities have during the 2010 return by force 42 cases and until November 2011 28 cases. Unfortunately the SMB cannot
precise statistics on the number of police matters is the Dublin cases or cases that have been remove to a third country.

United Kingdom

Yes

1. The United Kingdom has a bi-lateral readmission agreement with Turkey and returns Turkish nationals who no longer have any legal
basis of remaining in the UK.
2. Yes the United Kingdom has a bilateral readmission agreement with Turkey.
3. Yes
4 - 5.
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including Dublin cases

excluding Dublin-cases

Total Number of
removals to
Turkey
(this figure
includes Turkish
and non-Turkish
nationals
removed to
Turkey)

The number of
Turkish nationals
who have in fact
left the territory
of MS
(this figure is
Turkish national
only)

2010

775

685

Total Number
of removals
to Turkey
(this figure
includes
Turkish and
non-Turkish
nationals
removed to
Turkey)
775

*Jan-Sep 2011

409

332

409

to other third countries

The number of
Turkish nationals
who have in fact
left the territory Number of
of MS
cases
(this figure is
Turkish national
only)

The number of
Turkish nationals
who have in fact
left the territory
of MS

685

0

0

332

0

0

*Data for Oct 2011 onwards are not yet available
Norway

Yes

1. All persons who do not have a residence permit in Norway, for example after a rejection on an application for asylum, is obliged to
leave Norway. This is the policy for Turkish citizens as well as for citizens from other nations. The obligation to leave can, however, be
suspended in specific circumstances, for example as we have done for Libya for time being because of the political developments in the
country. But this is not the case for Turkey.
2. No
3. Yes, we do both forced and voluntary return.
4 - 5.
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Turkish citizens forcibly removed from Norway**:
*The
figures
provided for 2011
including Dublin cases
excluding Dublin-cases
to other third countries
are up to and
including November
The number
The number
2011, numbers for
The number of
of Turkish
of Turkish
the whole of 2011
Turkish
nationals
nationals who
are not available yet.
Number of
Number of
Number of
nationals who
who have in
have in fact
** In addition: in
cases
cases
cases
have in fact
fact left the
left the
2010 11 Turkish
left the
territory of
territory of
citizens
returned
territory of MS
with the voluntary
MS
MS**
assisted
return
37
30
5
2010
programme. In 2011
this number was 14
39
31
0
2011*

************************
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